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Badrinath malayalam dubbed movie

Badri (Allu Arjun), under the guidance of his martial arts and spiritual guru Bheeshma, became the protector of the Badrinath temple. He meets Alabananda (Tamannaah), an agnostic, and tries to revive his faith in God. © 2020 - nowrunning.com | Privacy Policy 2011 Indian action movie BadrinathTheatrical poster pressDirected byV. V.
VinayakProduced by Allu AravindWritten by Chinni Krishna[1]Script by V. V. VinayakStory byChinni KrishnaStarching Allu Arjun Tamannah Prakash Raj Kelly Dorjee Ashwini Kalsekar Music byM. M. KeeravaniCinematographaRavi VarmanModitat deGowtam RajuProductioncompany Geetha ArtsDistributed byGeetha ArtsRelease dated
June 10, 2011 (2011-06-10) [2]Running time132 minutes[3]CountryIndiaLanguageTeluguBudget• 42 crore[4] alternatively written as Badrenath,[3][5] is a 2011 Indian action film telugu directed by V. V. Vinayak, written by Chinni Krishna and produced by Allu Aravind. It stars Allu Arjun in the title role, alongside Tamannaah, Prakash Raj
and Kelly Dorji. The film revolves around badri, a qualified warrior trained by a religious guru and martial arts expert Bheeshma Narayan. After being made protector of the Badrinath temple, Badri finds his loyalty divided when he tries to revive the faith of Alabananda, an atheist, in God and is put against her cruel uncle Sarkar, while his
Guru suspects him of being in love with Alabananda, something against the rules to become his successor. It stars Ashwini Kalsekar, Rakesh Varre, Rao Ramesh and Praguethi. Allu Arjun, who plays a modern Indian samurai,[6] took intensive martial arts and sword fighting courses in Vietnam. [7] This film also marks its first association
with Tamannaah. [9] Filmmaker Ravi Varman in an interview said that the film was shot on a Panavision lens at a set in Kulaba on his way to Rohtang Pass, separated from Badrinath Temple, on the set of Hyderabad and Spain, Italy, Germany and Austria. [10] Earlier, it was reported that the film would also have a duplicate version in
Tamil, with actor Santhanam's comedy scenes added, but the plan was abandoned due to the commercial failure of Tamil-lined versions of Telugu Shakti and Magadheera films. [11] [12] Made on a budget of 42 crore ($5.9 million), it was also one of the most expensive films in the Telugu language at the time. [4] The first film was
released on June 10, 2011, along with a version called Malayalam, on June 10, 2011, on 1,400 screens worldwide and lasted 50 days in 187 theaters. [14] It also became the second largest telugu in Karnataka after Magadheera at that time. [15] The film had a record 7.25 crore ($1.0 million), which was later surpassed by Allu Arjun's
2012 film Julayi. [16] Prem Rakshith won the Filmfare Award best dance choreographer for the song nath Nath. [17] Plot In order to protect ancient Hindu temples from terrorists, religious gurus and martial arts expert Bheeshma Bheeshma prepare an army. One day, when some of his students fail to recite a difficult hymn from Vishnu
Sahasranāma, he is surprised to listen to Badri, a young boy, reciting without any mistake. Impressed, Bheeshma convinces Badri's parents and takes him. Badri grows to become an effective fighter and is assigned to protect the Badrinath Temple. Soon he will come across a visitor named Alabananda, whose grandfather falls ill upon
arrival in Badrinath. Badri manages to heal him and takes them all to the temple, where Alakananda throws the lamp, causing Badri to follow her and throw her into the Alaknanda River. Her grandfather tells Bheeshma about her atheism and asks her to save her. Badri, according to his guru's orders, rescues Alakananda, who is ordered
to light 1 lakh lamps as punishment. Badri convinces her to light the lamps with devotion, after which her grandfather reveals why she became agnostic. Alabananda lost faith in God after seeing her parents die in the temple fire and had to be brought to Badrinath because her life became in danger after insulting Sarkar's wife, a feared
don. As a form of revenge, she wants Alabananda to marry her son Nani. Listening to the truth, Badri promises to revive Alakenanda's faith in God. Meanwhile, the Amarnath Temple is under attack. With his protector killed and devoted threatened, Bheeshma calls Badri, who takes down all the terrorists and gains publicity. Alabananda
soon falls in love with Badri and her faith in God is revived. She meets Badri's parents and confesses her love for him. They agree for their marriage, but when Bheeshma tells them that she wants Badri to be his successor, and because they remain unmarried, a broken-hearted Alabananda begins to lose her faith once again, before Badri
tells her that she will unite her with her lover and help her obtain the Brahma lotus to be offered to Lord Badrinath for the fulfillment of her wish. She, however, does not reveal that she loves him and follows him to the mountains. Meanwhile, Sarkar and his family learn about Badri through the marrnath incident recording, and Nani is sent to
bring Alakenanda back, unless Badri dies. Badri and Alabahada manage to obtain the Brahma lotus, but on the way they are attacked by Nani and his henchmen. Badri fights them while both Alabananda and Bheesh Narayan fulfill their wishes. He promises to bring her back after six months, so that her wish becomes fulfilled. To distract
Badri, Nani throws a statue into the river, and Badri jumps to catch it, killing all the acolytes who jumped with it. However, he is stabbed by Nani, who claims Badri loves Alabananda, shocking Bheeshma whose suspicion increases when Badri gains consciousness and shouts the name Arakananda in front of everyone as she is taken. The
temple is closed for six months, Badri manages to survive. Alakananda's marriage is arranged with Nani after Sarkar killed his grandfather. Badri regains Bheeshma's trust and his duties. After a drunk Nani tries to rape Alabananda, she writes a letter asking Badri to come and rescue her. Bheeshma receives the letter and breaks it, but
Badri somehow comes over pieces and sends him the same mountain land that he used to heal his grandfather in response. She tries to escape with her friend Razia, but only the latter escapes. Razia meets and convinces Badri to go to Bellary and rescue Alakenanda, while Sarkar and his gorillas destroy the ashram in the absence of
Badri and Bheeshma. Arriving at Bellary Station, Badri warns Nani and his cronies to stop, but their failure to kill all of them by Badri and nenta Nani, while Razia escorts Alabananda to the station. Seeing the ashram in ruins, Bheeshma's rage grows when he learns that Badri has taken the sword intended only for religious protection.
Sarkar's wife is angry with him because of their son's condition and accompanies him vengefully to Badrinath. Badri and Alabananda arrive at the temple, but Bheeshma, sensing that Badri had betrayed him, orders him to leave. Alabananda, however, goes in and thanks Lord Badrinath for releasing Badri from the clutches of Bheeshma,
before Sarkar arrives and orders his goons to capture her. Badri teaches her, revealing that he only wanted to keep his promise to bring her for worship, and that he does not love her or any other woman in the world. Bheeshma, seeing Badri's dedication to him instead, apologizes and allows him to worship, but seeing Arakananda's true
love for him, orders him to save her. Badri fights Sarkar and his gorillas, but spares him a warning to never follow Alakenanda again. Bheeshma blesses Badri and Alabananda before asking them to hand over their future child for training. Expressed Allu Arjun as Badri Tamannaah as Alabananda Prakash Raj as Guru Bheeshma
Narayana Kelly Dorji as Sarkar Ashwini Kalsekar as sarkar Rakesh Varre's wife as Nani, Sarkar's son, Bramhanandam, as Batting Baba Praguethi as Razia, Alakananda's maid, Tanikella Bharani, as Badrinath's father, Kovai Sarala, Badrinath's mother, Sayaji Shinde, as the father of Alakananda, M. S. Narayana as Chupke Rao Ramesh
Master Bharath Sudha Geetha Singh Dharmavarapu Subrahmanyam Krishna Bhagavan Raghu Babu as Alakananda's caretaker Venu Madhav Production Allu Arjun has grown his hair out for his appearance as a warrior in the film. [18] Release Certified A (adult only) by the Central Board of Film Certification on account of graphic action
violence,[19] the film was released in the cinema, along with its version called Malayalam on June 10, 2011. Badrinath's reception received mixed and positive reviews from critics. Idlebrain.com gave a review of the 3/5 rating stating the plus points of the film are Allu Arjun (dances, fights and cinema and grand production values. On the
other hand, the narrative has no adhesion and the scenario should have been better. A film with this grandeur needs emotional support to make it enjoyable. V. V. V. who turned out to be a very successful director with his previous films who faltered this time to deal with a subject of such a large canvas. Idlebrain wrote: Allu Arjun had
enormous pain in traveling to Vietnam to learn Southeast Asian martial arts for this film. All his hard work appears in the film where he appears more like a warrior from the regions of Southeast Asia (Chinese or Japanese) with a ponytail and leather gear (chest belt and shoes). He's amazing with fluid movements in his dances. He's good
at wrestling. Idlebrain also criticized Prakash Raj's appearance by saying he looked more Asian. [20] Filmibeat also rated 3/5 for the film. [21] Soundtrack BadrinathSoundtrack album by M.M. KeeravaniReleasedMay 7, 2011Recorded2011GenreFeature soundtrack filmLength35:49LabelAditya MusicProducerM. Mr. KeelavaniM. Timeline
M. Keeravani Anaganaga O Dheerudu(2011) Badrinath(2011) Rajanna(2011) Badrinath's great audio release event took place at Shilpamala Vedika on May 7, 2011. Allu Arjun, Sneha Reddy, Tamannaah, V. V. Vinayak, Allu Aravind, his wife Nirmala, M.M. Keeravani, K. Raghavendra Rao, A. Kodandaramai Reddy, K. S. Rama Rao,
Chiranjeevi, his wife, Mrs Surekha, Sluja, Sukumar, S. S. S. Rajamouri, Rama Rajamouli, Boyapanti Srinu, B. V. S. N. Prasad, B. Gopal, Srinu Vaitla, Anand Sai, S. Gopala Reddy, Tagore Madhu, K. Atchi Reddy, Chandrabose, Chinni Krishna, Chaitanya Prasad, Pokuri Babu Rao, etc., were prominent figures in the audio function. K.
Raghavendra Rao and Chiranjeevi released the audio CDs and presented the first copy to S. S. Rajamoui and V. V. Vinayak. Allu Aravind released the trailers. [22] Track listingNo.TitleLyricsSinger(s)Length1. OmkareshwariVeturiShankar Mahadevan, M.M. Keeravani4:582. AmbadariChandraboseL. V. Revanth, Sravana Bhargavi4:053.
On the night of Sravana BhargaviBaba Sehgal, Sravana Bhargavi2:584. NachchavuraM.M. Keeravani &amp; Anantha SreamSri Ramachandra, Chaitra3:575. Nath Nath ChandraboseJassie Gift, Sunidhi Chauhan4:096. ChiranjeevaChandraboseL. V. Revanth, Shreya Ghossal, Geetha Madhuri4:397. Ambadari (Remix)Chandrabose, Achu
(remix)Anuj Gurwara, Geetha Madhuri, Kala Bhairava3:458. VasudharaChandrabose, Balesh (Shehnai)M.M. Keeravani, Shweta Pandit5:009. Theme BadrinathChaitanya PrasadPerformed by Twin Cities Choir &amp; Programmed by Dinesh2:14Total length:35:49 Awards 59th Filmfare Awards South Filmfare Award for Best Dance
Surgeiper – South – Prem Rakshith – Nath Nath. [23] Nandi Award for Best Audiographer – K. Devi Krishna TSR-TV9 Awards-2011 Best Hero – Allu Arjun CineMAA Awards Nominated – Best Actor – Allu Arjun References ^ Video on YouTube ^ Badrinath – Movie Reviews, Videos, Wallpapers, Photos, Cast &amp; Crew, Story &amp;
Synopsis on. Popcorn.oneindia.in 4 December 2010. Archived from the original on December 4, 2010. ^ a b BADRENATH (NC16). Infocomm Media Development Authority. ^ b Tollywood's film, Allu Arjun, Badrinath costs Rs 42 crore. India Today. Today. June 17, 2011. ^ Badrenath (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack). Apple Music. ^
Allu Arjun romances Tamannaah in Italy. Yahoo!. May 22, 2011. ^ First Look: Allu Arjun's Badrinath ^ Allu Arjun learns martial arts practice for Badrinath ^ Badrinath has nothing to do with Magadheera ^ Shooting Badrinath in the Himalayas ^ Elegant Star debuts in Tamil ^ Badrinath's Wooden Plans K go wrong ^ Badrinath vs. Sallu's
Ready ^ Badrina completes 50 days in 187 theaters. India's times. August 3, 2011. ^ Interview with Allu Arjun ^ Julayi's Julayi beat the Badrinath collection at the Box Office ^ Dookudu sweeps the Filmfare awards for 2011 ^ Allu Arjun proved that he is a stylish superstar when he dressed these hairstyles; See pictures. Republic TV.
December 9, 2019. ^ Badrinath launches with a certificate A ^ Telugu Movie review – Badrinath. idlebrain.com. 10 June 2011. ^ Badrinath Movie Reviews, Badrinath Review, Badrinath Movie Review, Badrinath Critics Review – FilmiBeat. FilmiBeat. ^ Badrinath Audio Release. ragalahari.com. ^ The 59th Idea Filmfare Awards 2011 (South).
India's times. July 8, 2012. Badrinath External Links on IMDb Badrinath at Rotten Tomatoes Taken from
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